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요 약 시맨틱 웹상에서 RDFS로 표 된 데이터의 사용 증가로 인하여, 용량 데이터의 추론에 한 

많은 요구가 생겨나고 있다. 많은 연구자들은 용량 온톨로지 추론을 수행하기 해서 하둡과 같은 고가

의 분산 임워크를 활용한다. 그러나, 한 사이즈의 RDFS 트리  추론을 해서는 굳이 고가의 분

산 환경 시스템을 사용하지 않고 단일 머신에서도 논리  로그래 을 이용하면 분산 환경과 유사한 추

론 성능을 얻을 수 있다. 본 논문에서는 단일 머신에 논리  로그래  방식을 용한 용량 RDFS 추

론 기법을 제안하 고 다  머신을 기반으로 한 분산 환경 시스템과 비교하여 2억개 정도의 트리 에 

한 RDFS 추론 시스템을 용한 경우 분산환경과 비슷한 성능을 보이는 것을 실험 으로 증명하 다. 효

율 인 추론을 해 온톨로지 모델을 세부 으로 분리한 메타데이터 구조와 용량 트리 의 색인 방안을 

제안하고 이를 해서 체 트리 을 하나의 모델로 로딩하는 것이 아니라 각각 온톨로지 추론 규칙에 따

라 한 트리  집합을 선택하 다. 한 논리 로그래 이 제공하는 Unification 알고리즘 기반의 트

리  매칭, 검색, Conjunctive 질의어 처리 기반을 활용하는 온톨로지 추론 방식을 제안한다. 제안된 기법

이 용된 추론 엔진을 LUBM1500(트리  수 2억개) 에 해서 실험한 결과 166K/sec의 추론 성능을 얻

었는데 이는 8개의 노드(8 코아/노드)환경에서 맵-리듀스로 수행한 WebPIE의 185K/sec의 추론 속도와 

유사함을 실험 으로 증명하 다. 따라서 단일 머신에서 수행되는 본 연구 결과는 트리 의 수가 2억개 

정도까지는 분산환경시스템을 활용하지 않고도 분산환경 시스템과 비교해서 비슷한 성능을 보이는 것을 

확인할 수 있었다.

키워드: 시맨틱 웹, 온톨로지 추론, RDFS, 논리 로그래

Abstract As the web of data is increasingly producing large RDFS datasets, it becomes essential 

in building scalable reasoning engines over large triples. There have been many researches used 

expensive distributed framework, such as Hadoop, to reason over large RDFS triples. However, in 

many cases we are required to handle millions of triples. In such cases, it is not necessary to deploy 

expensive distributed systems because logic program based reasoners in a single machine can produce 

similar reasoning performances with that of distributed reasoner using Hadoop. In this paper, we
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propose a scalable RDFS reasoner using logical programming methods in a single machine and compare 

our empirical results with that of distributed systems. We show that our logic programming based 

reasoner using a single machine performs as similar as expensive distributed reasoner does up to 200 

million RDFS triples. In addition, we designed a meta data structure by decomposing the ontology triples 

into separate sectors. Instead of loading all the triples into a single model, we selected an appropriate 

subset of the triples for each ontology reasoning rule. Unification makes it easy to handle conjunctive 

queries for RDFS schema reasoning, therefore, we have designed and implemented RDFS axioms using 

logic programming unifications and efficient conjunctive query handling mechanisms. The throughputs 

of our approach reached to 166K Triples/sec over LUBM1500 with 200 million triples. It is comparable 

to that of WebPIE, distributed reasoner using Hadoop and Map Reduce, which performs 185K 

Triples/sec. We show that it is unnecessary to use the distributed system up to 200 million triples and 

the performance of logic programming based reasoner in a single machine becomes comparable with that 

of expensive distributed reasoner which employs Hadoop framework.

Keywords: semantic web, ontology reasoning, RDFS, hadoop

1. Introduction

Machines are not capable of understanding web 

pages because they are originally designed to interact 

with only humans. The Semantic Web provides 

machines the capability to read and understand 

information upon the web based applications while 

enabling users to access, find, and share information 

more easily. A major feature of the Semantic Web 

is an ability to provide definitions for objects and 

types of objects that are accessible and manipulable 

from within the Semantic Web. In computer science, 

a collection of these sorts of definitions about a 

particular domain is called ontology.

These days the Semantic Web applications are 

producing vast amounts of information. Since the 

ontologies involved in the Semantic Web are typically 

very large, efficient techniques are needed for scal-

able reasoning. Over the last decades, Hadoop based 

techniques [1-6] have become commonly used means 

for scalable ontology reasoning. The complexity of 

the process is one of the disadvantages of parallel 

computing. Moreover, we need a larger number of 

processors. This is costly and consumes much energy. 

Thus, it is not always desirable to run tens or hund-

reds of parallel machines when the data is not ext-

remely large. Due to this reason, in this paper, we 

have designed a single machine based reasoner and 

compared our empirical performance with that of a 

Hadoop based reasoner, thereby finding out the 

limitation of the single machine based reasoner and 

the amount of data that can be processed using a 

single machine. From our experiments, we show 

the threshold of the data size, in which the reasoner 

works properly so that when the data size exceeds 

the limit, one can decide to use parallel programming 

for the purpose of reasoning.

As for programming framework, Prolog logic pro-

gramming has been chosen to implement the reasoner. 

Most logical programming languages allow users to 

derive new rules from the existing facts contained 

within the knowledge base. Therefore, these langua-

ges are considered to be well suited to conducting 

ontology reasoning. In logical sequences user can 

specify relationships among data values and then 

pose queries to the execution environment to see 

whether certain relationship holds. Logic program-

ming Prolog handles the RDF/OWL ontology model 

naturally [7], where RDF provides a stable model 

for knowledge representation with shared semantics. 

In addition, Prolog based reasoning requires less 

compute power compared to those parallel inference 

engines, even though the performance drops down 

if memory is insufficient. We focus on the specific 

rules and the applicability of logical language for 

applying the RDFS rules [1] to ontology data and 

thereby derive new facts. Since some rules can be 

implemented in the same way, we only demonstrate 

two rules in this paper, subClass transitive and 

domain rule. In order to maintain the running time, 

we have created separate Prolog facts which hold 

triples respectively according to the property of the 

triples. Along with optimized meta data structure, 

we show how to encode an ontology rule [8] into 

logic programming by means of logic rules.
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Samuel Lampa's query methods [9] are adapted 

for querying triples. Also, Jan Wielemaker introduced 

an infrastructure for loading and saving RDF triples 

in his paper [10]. In our work we adapt this parser 

to parse millions of triples in Prolog environment. 

This paper is organized as follows.

2. Related Work

Samuel Lampa developed a Semantic Web Tool 

for semantic querying in Bioclipse using SWI-Prolog 

[9]. The research was integrated into the Bioclipse 

bio and cheminformatics workbench software and 

evaluated in terms of performance against non- 

Prolog-based Semantic Web tools in Bioclipse, Jena 

and Pellet. The results show that querying RDF is 

faster in Prolog than in non-Prolog-based software 

for a simply structured knowledge base. For the 

data storage, they use the RDF triple storage to 

store and query all the triples, however it is not 

scalable to larger data set to use a single fact in 

order to store a large amount data because query 

time is directly dependant upon the number of 

facts. If there are too many facts to query, unifica-

tion of variables becomes slower. Jan Wielemaker 

and Guus Schreiber also used a similar approach 

[11] which leans on the Semantic Web library. 

Their reasoner can handle 3 million triples target 

with approximately 300Mb. They well explained 

how they used the Semantic Web library to carry 

out reasoning but the implementation is directly 

based on the Semantic Web library.

In recent years, Hadoop distributed parallel progra-

mming has been received strong attention of rese-

arches. The most famous Hadoop based Semantic 

Web tool for ontology reasoner is WebPIE (Web- 

scale Parallel Inference Engine) [1]. The WebPIE 

works on top of the Hadoop platform and is deployed 

on parallel machines known as nodes. They have 

evaluated their reasoning engine using some real- 

world datasets (UniProt and LDSR, about 0.9-1.5 

billion triples) and a synthetic benchmark (LUBM, 

up to 100 billion triples). The performance of WebPIE 

is directly dependant on the number of nodes. Hiring 

for webservice for running Hadoop jobs is very 

expensive. WebPIE works effectively where a large 

number of triples should be reasoned such as tens 

of hundreds giga byte triples. Another advantage in 

Prolog is that we can simply avoid duplicates using 

an additional query while reasoning. Most of the 

distributed systems including WebPIE are not able 

to deal with duplication problem. They carry out an 

extra processing for removing duplicates, which 

takes as twice time as reasoning itself. 

3. Research Background

3.1 Ontology

The term "Ontology" can be defined as an explicit 

specification of conceptualization. Ontologies capture 

the structure of the domain. This includes the model 

for a domain of real worlds with possible restrictions. 

The conceptualization describes knowledge about 

the domain not about particular state of affairs in 

the domain. Ontology is specification of this concep-

tualization - the conceptualization is specified by 

using particular modeling language and particular 

terms. Ontology describes a domain while a know-

ledge base describes particular state of affairs. Each 

knowledge based system or agent has its own know-

ledge base and only what can be expressed using 

an ontology can be stored and used in the know-

ledge base.

In particular OWL extends the RDF(Resource 

Description Framework) and RDFS(RDF Schema), 

two early Semantic Web standards endorsed by the 

W3C. RDF is closely related to semantic network. 

It is a graph-based data model with labeled nodes 

and directed, labeled edges.

3.2 RDF and RDF Schema

RDF defines the data model for the Semantic Web. 

Driven by the goal of least possible commitment to a 

particular data schema, the simplest possible struc-

ture for representing information was chosen-labeled, 

directed graphs. An RDF dataset (that is, a RDF 

graph) can be viewed as a set of the edges of such 

a graph, commonly represented by triples (or state-

ments) of the form: [1]. A triple is compounded with 

three terms: subject predicate and object.

We will say that <subject> has a property <pre-

dicate> valued by <object>. For example, let's say 

we have a triple:

<John> <friendOf> <Joe>.

<John> <owns> <OldFerrari>.
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These triples can be read as 'John is friends with 

Joe and John also owns an old ferrari'. RDF onto-

logies, which are themselves written in RDF, provide 

relations between higher-level things, entirely for the 

purpose of indicating to applications how some infor-

mation should be interpreted. RDF ontologies also 

don't restrict to which all predicates are valid. Any 

statement is valid anywhere, as before. RDFS provides 

ontology constructs that make relations less dependent 

on concepts: users can define relations as an instance 

of rdf:Property, describe inheritance relations between 

relations using rdfs: subPropertyOf, and then associate 

defined relations with classes using rdfs:domain  or 

rdfs:range.

RDFS introduces the notion of a class. A class is 

a type of thing. For instance, you and I are members 

of 'Person'. Computers are members of 'Machine'. 

Person and Machine are classes. That is to say, they 

are themselves members of the type Class. The first 

higher-level predicate is the rdf:type predicate. It 

relates an entity to another entity that denotes the 

class of the entity. The purpose of this predicate is 

to indicate what kind of thing a resource is. But, 

as with anything else in RDF, the choice of class 

is either by convention or arbitrary. RDFS and OWL 

define a few classes and predicates that are, merely 

by convention, used to provide higher-level descrip-

tions of data.

3.3 Querying triples in SWI-Prolog

In general, Prolog is a popular general purpose 

logic programming language, which uses rules as a 

means of expressing conditional knowledge. A triple 

becomes a fact in Prolog environment. In particular, 

a Prolog program consists of facts and rules which 

serve to define relations (in the mathematical sense) 

on sets of values. The imperative component of 

Prolog is its execution engine based on unification 

and resolution, a mechanism for recursively extrac-

ting sets of data values implicit in the facts and 

rules of a program [1]. Unification refers to the 

process of taking two atoms (one from the query 

and the other being a fact or the head of a rule) 

and determining if there is a substitution which 

makes them the same. For example, we can query 

as follows:

Unify:

RDF('http://example.com/person/John', 

'http://familyontology.net/hasFather', X)

and RDF(S, P, O)

giving the substitution:

S = 'http://example.com/person/John' 

P = 'http://familyontology.net/hasFather'

O = X

If there are any triples which can satisfy the 

query, it returns true and then, as shown above, S  

and other variables are substituted for an URI. The 

second activity is resolution. When an atom from 

the query has been unified with the head of a rule 

(or a fact), resolution replaces the atom with the 

body of the rule (or nothing, if a fact) and then 

applies the substitution to the new query. If a value 

which corresponds to variable O, is found, the query 

stops and returns true. This eventually turns out to 

be an iterative process in logical sense. Also, The 

efficiency of query execution in Prolog depends on 

the order in which subgoals are stated.

SWI-Prolog provides an excellent library so called 

Semantic Web library or semweb. The core of its 

semweb package is an efficient main-memory RDF 

store written in C language that is tightly integrated 

with Prolog. The semweb package provides a fully 

logical predicate rdf to query the RDF store efficiently 

by using multiple indexes. The SWI-Prolog store is 

one of the few stores that is primarily based on 

backtracking.

We have chosen SWI-Prolog to implement our rea-

soner based on the following reasons: SWI-Prolog 

provides an excellent library (RDF storage and query 

library) for developing Web programming including 

XML, RDFS, RDF and OWL ontology support. Its 

database scales to approximately 20M triples 32-bit 

hardware and 300M triples on a 64-bit machines with 

64GB memory.

4. Reasoning

4.1 RDFS Reasoning

Reasoning is computed by applying all RDFS 

rules [1] iteratively in the input triples until no new 

fact is derived. RDFS rules are defined in the table 

1. However, in our work we have implemented 2, 

3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 from the RDFS rules. In this paper 

we presented number 7 and 11 from the RDFS rules 
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Table 1 RDFS reasoning rules

Rule Condition 1 Condition 2 Triple to Add

1 s p o (o is a literal) _:n type t

2 p domain x s p o s type x

3 p range x s p o o type x

4a s p o s type Resource

4b s p o o type Resource

5 p subPropertyOf q q subPropertyOf r p subPropertyOf r

6 p type Property p subPropertyOf p

7 s p o p subPropertyOf q s q o

8 s type Class s subClassOf Resource

9 s type x x subClassOf y s type y

10 s type Class s subClassOf s

11 x subClassOf y y subClassOf z x subClassOf z

12
p type 

Container-MembershipProperty
p subPropertyOf member

13 o type Datatype o subClassOf Literal

in table 1 since some rules are implemented in the 

same way.

The property rdfs:subPropertyOf applies to only 

properties and must be interpreted as the subset 

relation between two properties. Thus, the following 

rule stands:

∀      ∧      

⇒   

For example, if "mother" is a subProperty  of 

"parent", any triple having "mother" as predicate 

must also be considered as having "parent" as pre-

dicate. The central module of the RDF infrastruc-

ture is library(semweb/rdf_db). It provides storage 

and indexed querying of RDF triples. In inference, 

we join triples that satisfy the above rule. rdf(?S, 

?P, ?O) queries rdf database.

The subClass transitive rule execution only involves 

triples with 'subClass' property. It basically defines 

class inheritance of individual classes. If a class C1 

is subClass of a class C2 and C2 is also subClass 

of another class C3 then all instances of C1 will be 

instances of C3. The rdfs:subClassOf property is used 

to state that one class is a subClass of another. The 

rule can be formulated as follows:

∀        

∧     

⇒     

Once information has been properly described, a 

reasoner can infer new relationships. For example, 

say your information contains the following two facts 

as shown in the figure 1:

Fig. 1 A Graphical representation of the RDF graph using 

ExoBrain ontology data. The dashed lines indicate 

inferred triples

Ex:John is a type of Geographer, Geographer is a 

subClass of Person. The system could infer that 

John is an Expert, thereby John will be inferred as 

a Person. Thus, a query requesting all persons would 

return John.

4.2 Rule Ordering

As shown in the figure 2, the RDFS rules are 

executed in specific orders [12-14] because one rule 

triggers another one, in another words one's output 

can be used as another one's input. In our work, we 

exploit reasoning rule execution relations that Jacopo 

Urbani defined in his paper [12] and adapted it to our 

model. We have separated triples by their properties 

so that we can keep and use small subsets of triples 

for each rule respectively instead of a single model. 

For example subClass transitive  rule only exploits 

triples with subclasses. The outputs of subclass rule 

can be used by subClass inheritance  rule for further 

reasoning. The rule execution starts out from the right 

of the picture and go the left.
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Fig. 2 Dependency graph of RDFS reasoning rules. The dashed lines indicate the outputs of reasoning

Fig. 3 Preprocessing stage

4.3 Preprocessing

Predicate rdf_load parses OWL/RDF files into triples 

(facts) and then loads them into RDF storage shown 

in Fig. 3. In the preprocessing stage we divided ontology 

data into separate facts regarding to their predicates. 

For applying a particular RDF rule, we only consider 

triples that have the same predicates as specified in 

the RDF rules as shown in the following figure:

It can reduce reasoning time because when we 

apply rules to the ontology data, we only query data 

related to the given rule. For preprocessing we basi-

cally check only property of each triple. If the property 

of a triple is rdfs:subClassOf, we assert its Subject 

and Object as a fact into subClass facts. It is a dynamic 

statement which we can assert and retract facts while 

we preprocess. Afterward, when we query triples 

with rdfs:subClassOf property, we only query them in 

subClass facts. In addition to this, backtracking is 

performed for each query. The others are implemented 

in the same way as subClassOf property is implemented.

4.4 A Single Machine based Reasoning Approach

For reasoning we have developed a structure (Fig. 4) 

that is implemented on a single machine. There are 

four main parts, which are parsing, reasoning, storing 

and quering. We have used Semantic Web library to 

parse RDF data into the triple format. In RDFS 

reasoning part we implement rule based reasoning 

algorithm (section 4.4). It directly accesses to the 

Semantic Web library to use some efficient predicates 

such as rdf and rdf_retractall. Rule inference engine 

returns new triples based on the user defined rules. 

We have used most common 6 rules from RDFS 

rules to run our reasoning. These rules are executed 

in a specific order described in the section 4.2. In 

order to maintain data persistency the triples are 

indexed and then stored data in memory efficiently 

and accessibly [10,11]. In the figure 4 we show the 

structure diagram for RDFS reasoning that utilizes a 

single machine.

For reasoning over lists of triples we have applied 

Prolog's backtracking method. Prolog backtracks the 

most recent unification to determine whether there is 

another fact or rule with which unification can succeed. 

If there is, an additional solution may be found. Back-
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Listing 1. RDFS rule implementation using logical Programming language Prolog.

Code 1. Property Inheritance Rule Code 2. Class Transitive Rule 

rule( propertyInheritance ) :-

    subPropertyGraph( P, Q ),

    rdf_has( S, P, O ),

    +＼ rdf_has( S, Q, O ),

    rdf_assert( S, Q, O ),

    fail.

rule( propertyInheritance ).

isFinished(false).

rule( subClass ) :-

    rdf( C1, rdfs:subClassOf, C2 ),

    rdf( C2, rdfs:subClassOf, C3 ),

    C1 ＼== C3,

    +＼ rdf_has( C1, rdfs:subClassOf, C3 ),

    rdf_assert( C1, rdfs:subClassOf, C3 ),

    assert( isFinished(true) ),

    fail.

rule( subClass ) :-

    isFinished(true),

    retractall( isFinished(true) ),

    rule( subClass ),

    fail.

rule( subClass ).

Fig. 4 A single machine based RDFS reasoner

tracking continues until all possible answers are 

determined. If we find a triple where particular atoms 

can't be matched, we backtrack to the latest (most 

recent) spot where a choice of the last matching was 

made.

Let's consider property inheritance and subClass 

transitive  rules. Property inheritance  rule (code 1): 

We apply RDFS rules to all the triples in the triple 

store. We try to match triples with the common 

items, rdf(S, rdf:type, X), and rdf(X, rdfs:subClassOf, 

O). In other words, one's object is joined with another's 

subject. Facts, in our case triples, are reviewed 

recursively. When one fact fails, another one is 

reviewed. For example, If rdf(X, rdfs:subClassOf, O) 

query fails it goes back to the next previous place 

where a choice was made and try a different match 

of  rdf(S, rdf:type, X). Prolog checks all the alterna-

tives until it solves all the goals in its query or until 

all possible choices have been tried and found to fail. 

If this happens, it returns "no" answer and the query 

stops. The query rdf_has succeeds if the triple rdf(S, 

rdf:type, O) is true. If this query succeeds we force-

fully make it false with predicate '+＼'. It fails and 

goes back to the previous place to look for different 

matches because we don't want to duplicate triples 

in our triple store, thereby we are simply preventing 
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5 (a) LUBM ontology data, (b) ExoBrain ontology data

the duplicating problem by this predicate. This ena-

bles us to assert a new triple rdf(S, rdf:type, O) to 

the triple store. Basically, before we go assert a new 

triple, we always verify whether that triple exists in 

the triple store. The query rdf_assert activities when 

rdf_has query fails which means there is no triple we 

are querying. The main reasoning implementation is 

demonstrated in the following code:

The transitive rule (code2): When one defines a 

property P to be a transitive property, this means 

that if a pair (x,y) is an instance of P, and the pair 

(y,z) is also instance of P, then we can infer that the 

pair (x,z) is also an instance of P. Syntactically, a 

property is defined as being transitive by making it 

an instance of the built-in RDFS property rdfs:sub-

ClassOf, which is defined as a subClass of rdf. Typical 

examples of transitive properties are properties repre-

senting certain part-whole relations. For example, we 

might want to say that the subRegionOf property 

between regions is transitive and also if a woman is 

a subClass of a class person and person is a subClass 

of a class agent, then the woman is defined as a 

subClass of the agent. Class Transitive rule is imple-

mented recursively as shown in the code 2. We 

handle this using predicate isFinished(true). This 

predicate is asserted when we succeed in finding any 

class transitive relations. The reason we are using 

iterative process is that predicate rdf(?S,?P,?O) 

never backtracks asserted triples.

Prolog can waste time exploring possibilities that 

lead nowhere. There is a built-in Prolog predicate (the 

exclamation mark), called cut, which offers a more 

direct way of exercising control over the way Prolog 

looks for solutions. Using this predicate we prevent 

this problem.

5. Experimental Results

In order to gauge the performance of the reasoner, 

we have conducted the following experiments. These 

experiments are based upon the LUBM(The Lehigh 

University Benchmark) and ExoBrain ontology data.

Tests with RDFS rules are performed at the scales 

of LUBM300, 500, 700 and 1,000 universities, corres-

ponding roughly to 39, 66, 93 and 133 million triples. 

From the quantitative study of runtime performance, 

we have a number of observations that are useful for 

developing in-memory based RDFS reasoner.

5.1 Datasets

We have tested two types of ontology data shown 

in Fig. 5, LUBM [15] and ExoBrain [16]:

LUBM (The Lehigh University Benchmark) is deve-

loped to facilitate the evaluation of Semantic Web 

repositories in a standard and systematic way. The 

benchmark is intended to evaluate the performance of 

those repositories with respect to extensional queries 

over a large data set that commits to a single rea-

listic ontology. It consists of a university domain 

ontology, customizable and repeatable synthetic data, 

a set of test queries, and several performance metrics. 

The ministry of Future Creation and Science started 

developing ExoBrain Semantic Web application and 

provided ontology data to analyze common knowledge. 

In this project some of the big research institutes are 

participating. For our experiment, we are using data 
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Table 2 RDFS Reasoner performance against input data

Dataset Input (MT) Output (MT) Runtime (sec) Throughput (KT/sec)

LUBM 300 39.8 9.5 67.4 591.7

LUBM 500 66.7 15.9 116.9 570.5

LUBM 700 93.3 22.2 169.5 550.4

LUBM 1000 133.6 31.8 250.4 533.5

Fig. 6 Inferred triples of our scalable RDFS reasoner against input (LUBM)

Fig. 7 Reasoning time of our scalable RDFS reasoner against input (LUBM)

from ExoBrain project to evaluate our reasoning engine.

In 5.2 section we show a single machine based 

reasoning performance and in 5.3 section we compare 

the results with Hadoop based reasoner WebPIE.

5.2 Performance on LUBM and ExoBrain Datasets

In this section we showed a single machine based 

reasoning performance. We have run the reasoner on 

a single machine with 8 cores and 3.7GHz CPU. The 

throughput was significantly higher on smaller data-

sets and the performance decreased slightly along 

with the data size. In the figure 10, we can see that 

reasoning performance drops down starting from 

LUBM3000, which is about 400 million triples. As 

shown in the table 2, we gain approximately 533KT/ 

sec throughput.

Figure 6 shows the number of inferred triples 

against LUBM data. From this graph we can see 

how many triples can be inferred in terms of the 

number of the input triples. For the domain  rule we 

obtain the most triples.

The LUBM dataset contains relatively a small 

number of triples with rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:sub-

PropertyOf.  We noticed that the reasoner was 

generating exactly 22 triples from the execution of 

subClass transitive  and subProperty transitive  rules, 

which is not displayed along with the other ones. 

Figure 7 shows the running time of the reasoner 

against LUBM data. The running time for subClass 

and subProperty transitive  rules is milliseconds and 

also stable since we have the same number of triples 

with rdfs:subClassOf in each rule execution. It is 

because we only apply the schema triples for perfor-

ming these two rules. Note that as shown in Figure 

7, the running time of domain rule is dominant among 

the others. The reason is that there are many domain 

inferences we found in the LUBM dataset.
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Fig. 8 The Performance over ExoBrain ontology data

For our second dataset we selected ExoBrain data 

with 660 thousand triples (Fig. 8,9) and also its data 

size was 120MB. The ExoBrain ontology consists of 

many schema classes and properties but relatively 

few instances because the structure of class hierarchy 

comes from Wordnet. Wordnet has a very complex 

taxonomy for explaining relations between class and 

property. Therefore, in case of subClass transitive 

and inheritance rules, the reasoning time is high and 

also inferred triples are larger than that of LUBM.

5.3 The Limitation of the Reasoner

We evaluate our implemented RDFS reasoner by 

comparing it with Hadoop based reasoner WebPIE 

and report the amount of data that can be processed 

using a single machine. WebPIE has been run on the 

Hadoop cluster with 8 nodes. Each node was equipped 

with 8 cores (CPU 2.4GHz) and 64GB memory. Figure 

9 shows a comparison between a single machine based 

reasoner and Hadoop based reasoner. They ran over 

the same data sets, from LUBM300 to LUBM3000. 

From the experiments we observed that the through-

put of the single machine based reasoner becomes 

closer to that of WebPIE when we use LUBM1000 

as input (Figure 9). Figure 10 shows how fast the 

prolog(single machine) based reasoner runs compared 

to WebPIE. The single machine based reasoner slows 

down as data scales up whereas WebPIE keeps its 

running time at a certain point. However, our rea-

soner is running faster than WebPIE until the amount 

of data reaches to LUBM1500. Figure 9 and Figure 

10 are displaying the same results in different views. 

Figure 9 is drawn from Figure 10. From Figure 10 

we can know how long it will take to reason LUBM 

data sets using our reasoner. Using this information, 

we calculated the throughput of the reasoner in Figure 9. 

In addition, Figure 11 shows the same comparison 

but with ExoBrain data set that contains a very 

small number of triples. Both reasoners ran over the 

same datasets, however the single machine based 

reasoner gradually showed performance degradation 

as the scale of the data increases up to LUBM1500. 

Based on this fact, we claim that dataset LUBM1500, 

which is around 20GB, can be efficiently processed 

on a single machine with 64GB memory. When the 

data scales up higher than that amount, it is reason-

able to move on to Hadoop based systems.

Fig. 9 Scalability RDFS reasoner against LUBM data sets

Fig. 10 Scalability RDFS reasoner against LUBM data sets

Fig. 11 Scalability RDFS reasoner against ExoBrain data set
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Fig. 12 Memory usage of LUBM datasets in a single machine with 64GB memory

(a) Disk space usage (b) Memory space usage

Fig. 13 Memory usage of LUBM100

We made some observations following the experi-

ments: A triple requires 96 bytes on a 64-bit machine 

in Prolog and this excludes some considerations 

though. For example, each resource and each literal 

also take space. There is also space required for the 

arrays of hash buckets, which depends on the indexes 

that you use as well as the distribution of the data. 

With 64GB memory, we should be able to handle 

approximately 100-200 million triples depending on 

the characteristics of the data. Also unique resources 

and literals require memory and so do the indexes, 

whose size depends on the number of unique values 

in a particular index. We can get a blowup if we 

query before finishing loading the data because the 

system materializes indexes on the first query and if 

enough data arrives afterwards it has to resize these 

indexes. That effectively copies the data, where the 

old version is ultimately garbage collected, but this 

memory is typically not returned to the operation 

system.

Another alternative is that we can make the triples 

compact in the file replacing triples with integer 

numbers but in the database this makes little differ-

ence. As most triple stores, the SWI-Prolog interns 

resources and literals. Therefore, after a triple is 

compressed into digits, it is still 96 bytes and we 

only gain a little because the interned resource is 

relatively short. For example 10GB data integers of 

triples will have about 8 digits, which means about 

40 characters per triple. It basically numbers 250 

million triples and fits barely in 64GB. (Figure 13)

To prove the statement, we have conducted an 

experiment over LUBM100 data set (Figure 12). 

From the experiment we can see that even though 

1.8GB data set has been compressed into 0.3GB 

(Figure 13(a)), when we load the compressed data 

into the RDF store, it is consuming the same amount 

of memory space as the original data(Figure 13(b)).

6. Conclusion

In this paper we attempted to find out the amount 

of data that can be processed using a single machine. 

For this purpose, a RDFS reasoner has been imple-

mented with logical language Prolog on a single 

machine with 64GB memory and compared with 

Hadoop based reasoner WebPIE. We show the mea-

surement of the throughput of the RDFS reasoner as 

well as the memory usage of RDF data on a single 

machine. Moreover, we have evaluated the scalability 

of our implementation on two different data sets. We 

observed that when the size of data was around 20GB 

on a 64GB memory machine, the proposed reasoner 
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was performing better than Hadoop based reasoner 

WebPIE. However, the reasoner gradually showed 

performance degradation as the scale of the data inc-

reases. Despite this fact, it was reasoning LUBM1000 

within 4.1 seconds on a single machine whereas 

WebPIE was reasoning the same amount of data for 

17.7 seconds on the Hadoop cluster with 8 nodes.
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